Real News
By Anil Shrivastava ‘Musafir’

including Donald Trump, Clarence Thomas’
wife, and everybody at the Fox News Channel.

Folks, if you are confused with news coverage
on cable channels, you haven’t read National
Enquirer. You probably think that check-outcounter publications are for the dim-witted.
Well, you are missing a lot. Since I have taken to
reading check-out counter publications, I am
very well informed now.
According to one of the most reliable checkout-counter publications, our president is
possessed by some spirit from outer space. It is
the spirit that does the talking for him. He
listens to the voice of the spirit first and then
speaks. That’s why sometimes he seems
disoriented, self-contradicting, and dazed.
When one of the reporters asked him, “Do you
think inflation is the biggest liability for the midterms?”
The spirit murmured, “What a stupid son-of-ab@#*”.
Today, while standing in line at the checkout
counter at Piggly Wiggly I read this in one of the
magazines, “Having seen his work at the Oscars,
the President is commissioning Will Smith to
slap Putin to try and knock some sense into
him.” Once that mission is completed, Will
Smith has a list of another potential “slappees,”

According to the Click News, America will go
through its first Civil War since 1865 between
the vaccinated and the unvaccinated folks. The
U.S. is preparing to put all unvaccinated people
in a concentration camp through an executive
order to avoid the looming Civil War. The
executive order will not apply to the illegals
coming through the Mexican border though.
The guests in the camps will retain the right not
to be vaccinated while being subjected to daily
testing instead. They will also retain the right to
remain unemployed.
According to Chatter Burger magazine, the
Neanderthals are planning a massive protest at
the nation’s capital to protest their comparison
with the January 6 insurrectionists. The
spokesperson of the group said, “We’re nothing
at all like those morons. We learned our lesson
quite early. We experienced extinction because
we didn’t wear masks, didn’t maintain social
distancing, and didn’t get vaccinated. We won’t
repeat those mistakes again. I mean, we’re
Neanderthals, not idiots!”
Nearby, several dozen anti-mask demonstrators
were injured with second and third-degree
burns at a mask-burning rally. “This just goes to
show how dangerous these masks really are,”
observed event organizer Boom Boom, “Of
course next time we’ll make sure everybody
removes their mask before setting it on fire.”
More real news after my next trip to Piggly
Wiggly next week. Stay tuned.

